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AGE REQUIREMENTS 

A. AGE VERFICATION 

A1 Players must NOT be older than the age group they are playing in, on or before                                         

 4/30/20. (How old is/was my player on 4/30/20?)  

B. ROSTER VERIFCATION 

B1 ROSTERS must be submitted for the event, no later than SEVEN (7) days prior to the 

start of the tournament.  

RULES of PLAY 

1.0 GAME LENGTH & SCORING 

 1.0.1 Time limit: No new inning may begin after 1:45, hard stop at 2 hours. Umpires will 

  announce the time after the first warm-up pitch. 

 1.0.2 Complete Game:  6 innings of play for ALL age groups. 

 1.0.3. Weather Events:  If the Home team is ahead after 3 ½ innings of play or the Visiting 

  team after 4 complete innings; the game will be recorded as complete. 

 1.0.4 Mercy Rules: 15 after (3), 10 after (4), 8 after (5).     

 1.0.5 Ties: Pool play games may end in ties. When the time limit has not expired, extra 

  innings may be played in accordance with 1.0.1 above.     

  1.0.5.1 If elimination games result in a tie, each team will load the bases with their 

  last three outs on the bases and their lineup will resume from the previous inning. 

  1.0.5.2 Ties in pool play are worth ½ a win and ½ a loss and will be factored into  

  reseeding for the elimination games.       

  1.0.5.3 Teams tied in winning percentages after pool play will be decided upon by head 

   to head results if applicable, least amount of runs allowed, most runs scored,  

   and finally further distance traveled.      

 1.0.6 Forfeit: If a team forfeits a pool play game, they are no longer eligible for the   

  championship and the winning team will record a 6-0 score. 

 

 

2.0 LINEUPS / SUBSTITUTIONS 

 2.0.1  Number of Players: Teams must have at least eight (8) players to play a game. Less than 

  8 players will result in a forfeit for that game only.  

 2.0.2 Continuous Lineup: Teams MUST bat all players in their lineup during all games.  

    

 2.0.3 Defensive substitutions: Free substitutions for all games. [See pitcher / catcher   

  exceptions] 
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 2.0.4 Injuries or Ejections:          

  2.0.4.1 A player who is injured or ejected during the game will be skipped in the lineup 

   with NO penalty to their team, but cannot return in that game.   

  2.0.4.2 An injured player, may return, if safe to do so for the following games. Ejected 

   players MUST sit out the remainder of the current game, plus the immediate  

   game following the ejection, but can return for additional games, barring any 

   further disciplinary action. 

2.0.4 Pinch Runners:  May be used for pitchers and catchers only, after one out.  The pinch 
runner must be the player who made the last out, in the previous inning. 

 
 2.0.5 Injuries: If an injury occurs during an at-bat and the player can’t continue the at-bat, the 
  next batter in the lineup will assume that count and finish the at bat.   
  2.0.5.1 If an injury occurs while on the base paths the player that made the last  
   recorded out will take the place of the injured player on the bases. [See 2.0.3.1 
   and 2.0.3.2 above] 

 

3.0 PITCHER REGULATIONS 

3.0.1 Pitch Counts: Pitchers are limited to 75 pitches per day 9/10u, 85 - 11/12u. If a pitcher 

 exceeds 40 pitches in a day, they are ineligible for the next day. The maximum pitch 

 count for the weekend event may not exceed 115 pitches. (40 – day 1/no rest | Max 75

 – day 2) Pitch counts will be verified with the field coordinator after each game. 

 3.0.1.1 A pitcher that throws 40 pitches or more, may not play the position of catcher in 

  the same game. 

 3.0.1.2 If a pitcher is removed after throwing a pitch and goes to another defensive 

  position, they may not re-enter as pitcher in that game.  

 3.0.1.3 Once a pitcher throws a warm-up pitch, they will be officially the “pitcher of 

   record.”    

3.0.2 Injuries: If the pitcher is hurt or becomes ill during their warm-up pitches or during play, 

 another player may come in to pitch, but the injured / ill pitcher will not be permitted to 

 re-enter the game as pitcher. 

     

3.0.3 Clothing/Jewelry: Pitchers MAY NOT wear any clothing or jewelry that is distracting to

 batters such as bright undershirts, necklaces, etc. Coaches and Umpires will discuss if

 there is any question and provide each pitcher with ONE (1) warning first. 

 

3.0.4 Warm up Pitches 

 3.0.4.1 Pitchers may throw 8 warm-up pitches in their first inning of work and 5 pitches 
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 every inning thereafter.  

 3.0.4.2 Pitches to coaches or their catcher will all count as warm-up pitches. 

3.0.5 Intentional Walks: Prohibited in all age groups. 

3.0.9 Balks: During all 11u and older games; an umpire will provide a warning, to each pitcher, 

for the first offense of that game. The second and each consecutive offense, by the 

same pitcher; will result in each base runner advancing one base per rule. No balks 

called for 9u or 10u. 

3.0.10 Mound Visits: The pitcher MUST be removed after the second mound visit of the inning 

for all age groups. 

 

4.0 CATCHER REGULATIONS 

4.0.1 Ineligible to Pitch: No catcher may play the position of pitcher if he has caught in any 

 part of 4 innings, in the current game. 

4.0.2 Protective Gear:         

 4.0.2.1 Catchers MUST wear a protective cup in order to play that position; no 

 exceptions. 

 4.0.2.2 Throat guards are not required on hockey style masks, but are MANDATORY  

  on older style masks that only cover the front of the face 

5.0 LEADING OFF 

5.0.1 Lead Offs: 9U/10U: may only steal once the ball crosses the plate. First offense for 

leaving early results in dead ball, ALL runners return, and a warning is issued. Second offense 

results in dead ball, ALL runners return, and runner leaving early is OUT. 11U and older, may 

lead off and steal at their discretion. 

6.0  STEALING BASES 

6.0.1 Sliding: When players slide, they MUST slide directly into the base.  

 6.0.1.1 Contact MUST be avoided.       

 6.0.1.2 A slide that is not directly into the base, could be seen as interference and an  

  umpire may call the runner out.       

 6.0.1.3 If contact is made or slides are not directly to the base, intentionally or   

  maliciously, umpires reserve the right to eject the player from the game. [See 

  2.0.4 above]          

 6.0.1.4  Head first slides are prohibited, EXCEPT for returning to a previous base.  

6.0.2 Play is Dead: No steals may be made once the ball is under the control of the pitcher.  

 The play will be considered “dead” until the pitcher puts the ball back in play. “Control” 

 will be described as when the pitcher is holding the ball with-in the “Diamond” or inside 

 the base paths. 

6.0.3 Delayed Steal From Third: Runners may not advance from third to home, after a pitcher 
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 covers home and begins to retreat back to the mound in all age groups. 

  

7.0 SLASH BUNT 

7.0.1 Prohibited. A player will be called out if this play is attempted. A slash bunt is defined as 

 a player showing bunt at any time during the pitch and then swinging at that same pitch. 

 

8.0 INFIELD FLY / DROP THIRD STRIKE RULE 

 8.0.1 Infield fly and drop third strike rules will only be in effect for 11U + divisions. 

 

9.0 COACH RESPONSIBILITIES 

 9.0.1 Number of Staff: There may be no more than four coaches occupying any team’s 

  dugout/ bench. This will not include the scorekeeper as one of the four.  

 9.0.2 Mound Visits: May last no longer than 30 seconds. 

 9.0.3 Pitch Counts: Coaches will report and verify pitch counts after each game with the field 

  coordinator.  

 9.0.4 Behavior: Each head coach is responsible for his assistant coaches, players, and fans. 

  Foul language, unsportsmanlike conduct, inappropriate cheers, etc. will not be  

  tolerated. 

 9.0.5 Ejection: Coaches who are ejected for any reason, will leave the premises immediately 

  or be subject to their teams’ forfeiture for the remainder of the tournament.  

  9.0.5.1 Coaches ejected once, will leave the game and be absent for the next game. 

  9.0.5.2 Coaches ejected a second time in the same tournament will be ineligible for the 

  remainder of the tournament and will not be permitted on the property. 

 

10.0 INTENTIONAL DELAYS 

 10.0.1 Game Delays: Delaying a game intentionally, to achieve a victory, will be considered 

  unsportsmanlike conduct and will not be tolerated.    

 10.0.1.1 Umpires, after a warning, reserve the right to eject a coach or player for  

    intentionally delaying a game. Likewise, the Tournament Director does also. 
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11.0 BAT RESTRICTIONS 

 11.0.1 Types of Bats: 9U-11U must use either USA Baseball or Wood.  12U +, in addition to  

 USA or Wood, may also use BBCOR certified bats. 

     
 

11.0.2 Maximum barrel 2 5/8” 

 11.0.3 Penalty for use of an ILLEGAL bat 

  11.0.3.1 If the illegal bat is discovered prior to a batter completing his "at bat" 

    the bat is simply removed from play and the "at bat" continues. 

  11.0.3.2 A player who uses an illegal bat or non-conforming barrel dimension 

    and hits a fair ball will be ruled out. No advancement on the bases will 

    be allowed, and any outs during the play shall stand. This is an appeal 

    play. The "at bat" will be considered legal once a pitch is thrown to the 

    next batter. 

  11.0.3.3 Any bat discovered prior to the game that does not conform to the 

    above rule shall be directed to be removed immediately and not be 

    allowed for use during the game. 

SEPTBA Code of Conduct. Our league provides competitive travel baseball with the ultimate focus on safety, fun, 

and playing the way the game was meant to be played. Demeaning, insulting, or other unsportsmanlike conduct 

towards players, coaches, umpires, or fans will not be tolerated. Each coach will hold their players, coaches, and 

fans to our “Gentlemen First, Ball Players Second” motto. The goal is to prepare each player for the next level and 

not just winning. Players will learn to win or lose with humility and will respect their opponents. Throwing of 

equipment, helmets, gloves, etc. will not be tolerated and players will be warned. At NO time will a player question 

an umpire’s call or argue with an official. Coaches may disagree with a call and talk respectfully to an umpire or 

other official and it will be up to the umpire(s) to overturn or maintain the original call.  

Thank you for joining us this weekend. We hope you have a blast. 

 

Founder / President – Chad Naggy (SEPTBA) 

septbassoc@gmail.com 


